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STALLION EXPRESS  
Helps Pharmacies Build  
Their Businesses

Company Background
We get it! Every day you are being asked to do more with less. You strive 
to improve service, reduce costs, stand out from the competition, embrace 
new technology, and motivate/retain your employees. All of  this while 
dealing with increased costs, varying reimbursements, legislative hurdles, 
rapid consolidation in the industry, and fluid compliance requirements. 
Now, more than ever, it’s hard to stand apart from the competition and 
position your pharmacy for success.

Service Overview
While we can’t help with everything, we can help you get more out of  
your delivery dollar. STALLION EXPRESS designs delivery solutions that 
improve your LTC, or retail pharmacy’s ability, to keep great customers 
and get new ones! We use our delivery processes, technology, continuous 
improvement, and industry experience to help position your pharmacy 
at the leading edge of  your industry. We do this at pricing levels that are 
extremely competitive, yet fiscally responsible.

Features & Options
n What Sets Us Apart

•  Our lean organization and technology centric business model 
means we save, so you save.

•  An explicit “culture of  care”. We respect and appreciate our 
delivery specialists which manifests in a culture of  appreciation for 
our pharmacies, their customers, and patients.

•  Industry leading pharmacy protections through insurance coverage, 
process disciplines, and legal structuring.

•  The flexibility to integrate with almost any pharmacy information 
system in both the LTC and retail setting.

•  A commitment to providing rapid, real, and relevant business 
information and analytics, using robust BI tools and regular “one-
on-one” interactions.

Our Services
•  Custom LTC and retail pharmacy delivery program design  

and execution.
• Same day and next day, local and regional delivery services.
• Free Audit of  your current delivery program solution.

•  STAT and other time sensitive medicine and equipment delivery.
• Med cart delivery and repair.
•  Process consulting for delivery staging, work-flow, and technology.

Testimonials
“ STALLION EXPRESS has been a prime example of  how to handle a LTC 
pharmacy account. They have gone beyond being a contractor and become a partner 
to our pharmacy in servicing our LTC clients. I am confident that the team at 
STALLION will continue to enable our pharmacy to grow and expand our reach 
in the LTC market.”

  —  Regional Director Of  Pharmacy Operations, Multi-Regional Pharmacy

“ I would just like to take a moment to thank driver, Henry, he has gone above and 
beyond and follows every protocol exactly. I am so appreciative, and would like to 
thank him and STALLION for this continued assistance and cooperation.”

 — Registered Nurse, Skilled Nursing Facility

“ I have worked as a subcontractor in the home delivery industry for the past few 
years and working at STALLION EXPRESS has been one of  the best experiences 
that I have had. There is a very comfortable feel here at STALLION EXPRESS 
from the delivery people to the pharmacy technicians and even the nursing staff 
members that we meet daily, I have received nothing but the friendliest welcome 
everywhere that I have been. The people here at STALLION are more helpful 
and accommodating than at other companies and that in itself  creates a much 
more pleasant work environment. I am looking forward to a long term working 
relationship with STALLION and plan to expand along with this company in 
every way that I can.”

 — R. Johnson, Delivery Contractor

Current Service Area
Our flexible, customized solutions enable 
STALLION to provide service anywhere in 
the United States!

Call us today to enjoy a free audit of  your 
current delivery program and to learn 
more about how we can save you money 
and help you grow your business!

Reach us at (347) 671-0710.

By designing delivery programs that are reliable, flexible, and cost effective, 
STALLION EXPRESS helps pharmacies cater to the unique needs of clients.


